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SUMMARY

This report consists of the text of a paper given at the
Zecond Symposium on Chemical Problems connected with the
Stability of ýxplosives, Sweden. A general account is
given of the rain factors involved in the compatibility
testing of pr-iAary explosives and pyrotechnics, and test
procedures are described for examining their compatibility
with materials used either in contact or close proximity.
Some reaultr arj discussed, particularly with reference to
the behaviour of lead azide.
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FOREWORD

This report is the text of a paper presented at the

Second Symposium on Chemical Problems connected

with the Stability of Explosives, Tyringe, Sweden,

May 25 - 27, 1970, organised by the Section of

Detonation and Combustion, The Swedish National

Committee of Mechanics in cooperation with the

Research Institute of National Defence.
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SUMMARY

Many ingredients of pyrotechnaics and primary explosives

arc fairly reactive compounds and as such are susceptible to

chemical incompatibility with the other materials with which

they have ,n be used. Examples include lead azide, and the

more reactive oxidants and metal powders used in pyrotechnics.

Many of the reactions leading to ;incompatibility require the

presence of water and procedures for testing for incompatibility

rmist taike this into account.

The need for compatibility testine applies not only to

maiterilds and explosives which are used in actual contact, but

also to materials used in assemblies where no impermeable

barrier exists to protect the explosive from vapour contamination.

Primary explosives and, in some instances, pyrotechnics are

particularly likely to be affected because of the small amounts

which are used often in proximity to much larger quantities of

other materials from which reactive vapours and water may be

evolved during storage.

Test procedures for examining the compatibility of materials

and explosives used either in contact or near each other are

described and some results discussed, particularly with reference

to the behaviour of lead azide.
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Introduction

The increasing complexity of modern weapons, and the

large numbers of synthetic materials now available to weapon

designers, have caused increasing attention to be paid to the

avoidance of incompatibility between components. So far as

explosives are concerned, this is usually done by assessing

their chemical and thermal stability and by determining

whether these are adversely affected by the materials to be

used. The requirements in regard to compatibility are not easy

to satisfy, since weapons are normally stored for long periods

before they are put into use and allowance must usually be

miade for the effects of severely adverse environments and bad

treatment.

Some idea of the scope of this work may be gained by

reference to the diagram of a hypothetical guided weapon shown

in figure 1. In such a weapon the warhead might be filled with

a charge based on one or more high explosives, and several

initiating compounds and pyrotechnics would be used to fill

deconators in the safety ind arming unit and various auxiliary

units. The rocket motor with its igniter and propellant

fillings would provide further opportunities for incompatibilities

to arise between components.

As well as the obvious need for co3npatibility between

explosives and items with which they are in actual contact,

adverso eftfocts maiy also arise betwoon ,4oparated components duo

to vapour interactions. In addition to counsidoring the oft'•cts

of incompatibility on explosivos, it is almost oqu•lly impor'taxt

to deteornine whether the oxplosives themsolves are likely to

ffoect structural components in thoilr vicinity - z.. ,)ccure for

expinplo when corrosion of' metal puat.s is observed or when

isoluble oxplosive itniredients are absorbed.

Th-is papor is restrictod to the bohaviour of' .)Yrote-o•i,•c•

•it primary oxplosivr,- which prosenit eortain ctmractoristic

problems. The g'roup include, the most sonsitivo or oxvlooivo

Compesi tofi O'Which pra&.c icad UzSQ Czll tut ~mumdc 4UU It: is .4 f
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-evident that the ease with which thoy are detonated by mild,

relatively low-energy stimuli (friction, ilmlpact, electrostatic

(Iia•idarge, et;) must not be n'rthor increased by contamination

or by an ill-advised choice of ingredient or structural material.

Potential reasons for increased hazard include: accidental

contamination with gritty substances, formation of highly

sensitive corrosion products and generation of high electrostatic

charges on materials such as synthetic polymers. Although this

paper is more concerned with chemical compatibility questions the

importance of' assessing the physical properties of candidate

materials in regard to these hazards must be emphasized.

In any assessment of compatibility the circumstances of use

and the design of the weapon largely define the compatibility

requirement. However, almost invariably, the assessment does

not relate to one round of aignunition or to a single operation,

but to many hundreds of rounds or processes repeated many times.

Attention must therefore be given to the consequences of abnormal

occurences and the possibility of accidents and, in t1lis pal-ticular

regard, the physical properties of materials and their possible

effects on sensitiveness are of the greatest importance.

ractors Influencin. Compatibility

Thernal Stability: Most of the coimnonly used primary

e~plosives and py-otecluics possess a•cequate thermal stability

for Kenora-l pttrposos. Ivieod, in many cases they itr) superior

tt; propoliauits and ligh oxplosives in this t-ospoct nuid routitle

bLt:li t!fSti ng f'or ci 01tiCIl Ottability is not roquirod. This haos

,ui inmportant bhouxrW on c nptxtibility test Ir codu't-s since

,.hr ar'e no sttndnayivod itability test procelturs which ccin bo

,u1tptod fox, cowpAtibility teoit in the way that Vor exanmple tho

vacuum stability to!t it iiA fquitfly used for high explosives.
It i.% questionablo whotionr a thortrkl sttibility tost .is ai

4PP-riato motohc-d for vettilg e:oLupatibility with W1 ipl.liv•

WIoSeC thoma&l docoulixositon to .1,raturo (Og letud aiwidt 250

may be cwisidranbly hhoer than thAt of euin of" t"e Civ oOiv,
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materials with which it is used. The thermal decomposition

reactions of these explosives are not, as a rule, autocatalytic

and the slze of the explosive charges is frequently quite small.

Therefore no concern usually arises about self-heating leading

to spontaneous ignition as in th3 case, for example, nitro-

glycerine based propellants. Although tests at very high

temperatures which reveal abnormal rates of gas or heat evolution

may give relevant information they may simply record the reactivity

of the breakdown products of the test material with the explosive

under conditions which would never obtain in practice.

Chemical Reactivity: With such a considerable nuznber of

(ompounds under discussion it is impossible to generalize except

to say that they are all chemically reactive and that deterioration

by chemical attack is more likely than by thermal degradatior. Also

as a rule, these reactions will be more rapid under moist conditions

and may not occur at all. in the absence of moisture.

It is often more appropriate to check compatibility in the

presence of moisture at relatively low temperatures rather than

,a;t lug-h temperatures in conditions where moisture will be expelled

(luririn the early part of -he test and play no further part in any
roiw t ion,

Efoect.s of' Cluitrio Size: Primary oxplosivos, and sometimes

iyroteuhrjics as well, are used in wr.ali increments whtich may

soiln only a few hundredths of' a gram. Th1ose are placed in an

.ts.nbty cont-imirng much larwor quantities of other substances

lutd, if" not protocted by oefectivo AoEaLnW,, may bo exposed to

0t4) vo ati le c~o1po1uds wILi'h maxly non-net•ta£lic matorials are

knrowil to evolvo.

•It s evident tflat it' 0.01 of it rvotixve ra-Stou's product

L, ovolved by a component weighiie.: 5) g'.-ns, hils will tu-ount to

5 I f r'Žr s whichl, it' allowod zo Ivact with a cuiro of explonive

|ig.}ia1 ;,tila'p. only 50 to 100 tuil. titrriut, cýr. ld hlutv quiito

sOi P~ e~~tL .. T0,4t., ill WhiCh O(auMLl V1~011111- Of 0± ejVlOsiVQ MuId

ttlatitzll i.Axv fllxo~d t ortitthr zuul orzturjnlnd by n,*a-%a evol1 utijon Or

of e're.t aro not likol y to by)ve r01 I .v(Suivtl to thit4 ty-po of'



Properties of Compatible Material s: After what has already

been said, a number of desirable properties for compatible

materials can be listed as in table 1.

Table 1. Desirable properties for compatible materials

Chemically non-roactivtý nuid stable
Low water content, not hygroscopic
Noutral rmoactiotn
Low volatility auid .dasenc- of volatile impurities
Absence of soluble components
No tendency to absorb soluble substances
No tendency to acquire electrostatic charge
Causes no friction or other mechanical hazard
Specified composition, adequately controlled

Cf c1ýurse, there are few substances which would fulfil al :

these requirements but the consideration of these properties in

particular candidate materials should influence the tests which

are applied.

The last requirement is of considerable practical importamce,

since in many cases coimmercial products are involved and testing of

szunplos will be hardly wok-thwlhile if thu nature of the product

chu ,es at a later date. In most circumnstances the chanical composition1

of commercial products is a secondary consideration being of minor

importance provided that physical properties are properly maintained.

In contrast, compatibility with explosives requires a degree of

chemical control which is rarely needed in normal circumstances in

non-military uses. In somne cases, good control of physical properties

is of assistance, since this will hardly be obtained without resonably

good chemical control, but in General there are frequent difficulties

in specifying and maintaintng supplies of compatible materials.

T1)yeof Application of Candidate Material: From what has

already been said it will be evident that auny compatibility

assessment must be relevant to the use which is to be made of the

matoria.ls and explosives involved.

Table 2 lists some typical compatibility problems and the

questions which may have to be investigated.
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Tale 2. Some typical compatibility problems

Subject Questions

1. Ingredients, either explosive (a) Chemical reactivity between
or non-explosive, mixed to ingredients
prepare a new composition (b) Thermal stability of mixture

c Sensitiveness properties of
mixture

2o Explosive compositions used (a) Chemical reactivity between
as adjacent fillings ingredients and effects on

thermal stability
(b) Sensitivei ess hazards

3, Metals used in contact with )bl Susceptibility to corrosion
explosives b Catalytic effects on explosive

decomposition
(c) Properties (sensitiveness) of

corrosion products
(d) Position in electrochem4.cal

series relative to metal
salts in explosive

4. Metals used remotely (a) Susceptibility to corrosion
"i)b) Properties (including

sensitiveness) of corrosion
products

5. Non-metallic materials in 'a) Effect on thermal stability
contact with explosive b Chemical. reactioncd Acidity/alkalinity

d Moisture content and other
volatiles

(e) Interchange of soluble
ingredient s

(f) Deterioration in contact
with explosive

(g) Methods of quality control
h) Electrical and mechanical

properties and effects on
sensitiveness hazards

6. :[oi-metallic materials (a) Moisture content and other
used remotely volatiles

(b) Reactivity with vapours from
explosive

(c) Electrical properties

6



All investigations should start with a general appraisal

on the above lines after whic>, the techniques and test methods

to be applied can be decided. As has already been mentioned

most primary explosives and pyrotechnics are not subject to

spontaneous auto-latalysed decompositions anid therefore any

inolompabibility is usually the result of a direct chemical

reaction. They are mostly crystalline solids and under dry

conditions do not react readily with other solids.

Incompatibility can frequently be traced to volatile impurities

or breakdown products from the material in question and some

consideration of the nature of these substances is therefore

appropriate.

This aspect of the behaviour of natural and synthetic

materials has received surprisingly limited attention until
recently, but is now becoming increasingly important in other

areas such as space exploration and submarines where men have

to live for long periods in a closed environment. Also the

performan'ce of electronic equipment is subject to interference

since 3.. 3istance of contacts or insulation can be affected.

Investigation of the na',ure of volatiles has become easiqr in

th-e recent years due to advances in infrared and mass spectrometry

and gas chromatography, and the combination of the two latter

techniques. Gas sampling from a closed container above the test

materiaiL will frequently give sufficient material for analysis

ai'tor fairly shoit periods of storage.

Table 3 lists some commort typos of polymer and the volatile

compounds which they have been found to evolve at normal

temperatures. 'Tot all specimens or types of the listed polymers

evolve all the listed volatiles but it is usual to find about

ten identifiable components. Tile sources of rnuuy of the volatiles

are fairly obvious, e.g. residual solve-ts, ,.nreacted ingredients,
low molecular weight polymer fractions. Some are more obscure,

but the reasons for their occurenco are of' le.qs importanice to us

than the fact that many polymeric mateorivils exhibit this

charace•'istie behaviour and that rnvostigation! of its offect

on explosives compatibility are oft;-l', necessary,.

• •-7



Table 3. Some common types of polymer and the volatile
compounds evolved by them at nonnal temperature

.0 0

,- t --I 0 W U) *d 0

Carboi Monoxide A K X K X 4

Carbon Dioxide X A
Methane K X K X A N A
C, Unsaturated hydrocarbons X
I sobutylene A
Di and Tri-isobutylenes A
Benzene A

Toluene A 3 A A A
X'.IelerisA A AA

Methanol A
Ethanol 3 A A
n-Propanol
iso-Propanol
n-Butanol X A
SOC itA X
tert A
2-Phenyl-2-propanol X
Acetone A A A A
2-Methyi-4-pentanone A
C, -C Hydrocarbons iE•thy~etio A

Trici ltorothylene
Styrene 3
Methyt Styrene
Silicone Oils K
Acetophuetone A
C 1-C, Alkyl benzenes
I , 3-Bioxanoe
N-Methyl Morpholine
2-Butanone
Acetic Acid
Armnonia X
Ethylamnine X

8



Pyrotechnics

The ingredients of pyrotechnics are, in most cases,

substanceos which are individually, chomically stable and

non-explosives, but which are chosen so as to react together

with appropriate vigour when a necessary stimulus is applied,

Essential to all compos-tions are a fuel and an oxidant or

source of oxygen. Other ingredients are added to impart desired

properties in performance, manufacture and filling, storage

stability or other feature.

The stability of such mixtures is usually very good

provided that reactions between ingredients, not necessarily

those occurring during combustion, can be avoided and the

mixture is protected from outside contamination particularly

wate±'.

Powdered metals such as magnesium, aluminiumi and zinc are

f-equ-gntly used as fuels in pyrotechnics in conjunction with

metal salts such as nitrates and perchiorates as oxidants.

Almost invariably the presence of iexcessive amnounts of water

in such mixture loads io corrosion of the metals, with

dot-rioiation in periormianco, evolution of tgasos with increase

in pressure Ia sealed containers wnid, in tho worst cases, danger

oV spontaneous ei.gution, It is usual for magnqesiUmi powder, which is

the most rapidly attacked of the conmionly used ingredients, to be

coated uith a suiiLtble oil or resin as protection against moisture.

This greatly improves its :..sistance tp attack, but does n •t offer

complp~te protectiot, for prolonged storage in an ex.-essively moist

envrlonuna~t.

All materials which foxin part of the eivLrordnent of

pyrotechnics in service -A. "olving stor ge over long periods,

whethcr they are in actual ontact with the explosive or n.ot,

require carxeful -,rutiny to confirm that the amount of wxkter

which they conti~dn is within a tolorablo limit. Most .iubstances

will atsorb a certain amount oV w..tor, dopondimdq upoo t:wo

tviipoaturo L'Jkd rvlt Id.lye 'itvidditv oF tho~ir t ez v .o1Uumm t .111 1)'

tho tvllaporaturo is rai&-"d 1.% thi huinidi my i.4 lowoi,(KI, will

9



lose water by evaporation to achieve equilibrium under the new

conditions. Pyrotechnics, capable of reacting with water will

act as desiccants and since the reactions in many cases, e.g. of

metal powders, with water are irreversible they will tend to

continue until all available water is used up or until the metal

becomes so corroded as to be unreactive. Materials which normally

retain water quite tenaciously may yield it up under these

circumstances. Any rise in temperature will greatly favour the

process, increasing both the ease of release of water from its

source and the reactivity of the pyrotechnic.

The severity of the effects will depend upon the relative

amounts of' the substances involved. Slight and normally tolerable

effocts produced on a large pyrotechnic charge by a small component,

mmado from a material containing some water, may become very severe

in a store where the same substances are present but in re-,ersed

proportions.

Consideration of t.e actual quantities of materials which

it is proposed to uise i therefore important. It is normal practice

to use quite small quantities of explosive for some purposes, or

to design charges with a small surface area which has to be ignited.
If these explosive components are used in proximity to relatively

much larger amounts of o-dher explosive or non explosive material,

xarticula•r care imust be taken to ensure that they can tolerate

.h1o environment in which they may have to stay for several years.

Vno'n.s t'Com plast.ics, rubtov•s, adhesivos or other explosives, the

ot'•,'t.-s tt' which ar'e nornmally Insignificant, can produce serious

dot,,nrloration. The pr'osonco of strong and reactive oxidants o.g.

'hrumates and dichromates, lead peroxide, in some compositions

mates ihtn particularly susceptible to deterioration caused by

oxidizable orgizuc vapours such as are evolved by mnuy plastics

and rubbers and some propellants.

Tncompatibility resulting froi direct conLact between a

pyr'otochriic iuid matorials such as rubbers Lvnd plastics under

dry conditions ii rather rare, Materials such as epoxy resins

which are 1'roquon..Ly incompotible with other exqlosives ar"

10
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compatible in this sense with the common types of pyrotechnics.

Account must be taken of the possibility of increased

sensitiveness reaulting from the use of the material, e.g.

because of its gritty nature or the presence of sulphar, if

the explosive contains a chlorate, but moisture is usually

required to stimulate most chemical interactions.

Primary Explosives

There are of course many primary explosives and it is noi;

possible to make many general comments which apply to all of

them. However, one property which they all share is extreme

sensitiveness, no incrsase in which can usually be tolerated,

awld secondly they are invariably used in very small amounts.

Their chemical reactivity and stability varies widely and this.

of course has a considerable effect on their susceptibility

to chemical incompatibility. Some, such as lead and barium

styphnates and the lead dinitroresorcinates rarely prove to

be incompatible with materials with which they are brought

into contact, others such as lead azide are more reactive but

even so the storage life of nearly all prim&ry explosives

would be almost infinite if they could be pro-Icted froin

chemical reactions with other substances. The importance of

protective sealing of detonators in this connection has already

been mentioned but recent trends in weapon dosign have tondod

to increase the possibility of' conpatibility difficul.ties i with

more varied and novel materials sealed herrnetica.ly into the

same environment as the detonator by improved pac-kag.i'g

techniiques.

Most prima•y explosives are well defined crystalline

substances whose chemical reactions often depend upon thle

presence of a certain amount of moisture. The efficts of water

are therefore important considerations in compatibility ancd

stability assessments and the maintenwice of a low huiidity

is beneficial to the good behaviour of the;5e (,plosives during

sterago. It is however oxtrowely W4fftcuLt te, reduce huniLit /

1 1
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below certain levels since most non metallic materials contain

some water which can be released in a dry atmosphere.

Test Methods

As has already been indicated, the choice of test method

depends upon the type of application which is involved. In the

following sections some of the more frequently used methods

and their scope are disc~used.

Weight Loss Tests: Mixtures of pyrotechnic and test material

are heated in a small tube with a restricted neck so that

completely free access of air or escape of volatiles is hindered.

The test temperature is usually 100 0C and the heating may

continue for 6 day,- with daily checks on weight losses. A

substantial loss in weight beyond that experienced by the

explosive and test material when heated separately, is cause

for concern but this type of test can be criticized on several

grounds which will be evident from what has already been said.

Volatiles and water tend to be expelled during the test, the

high temperature may produce effects which woutld never occur

in practice, and the absunce of a weight change is not conclusive

evidence that no chemical change has occurred. The test can be

improved if it is followed by chemical examination of the

explosive, for decomposition products, for example for chlorides

from chlorate containing compositions.

Thenmogravimetric analysis is a useful refinement of tests

relying on weight loss. Heating programies including periods of

isothermal heat:ing cw be used and automatic programnnrs are

avai!lable for this. This is particularly useful fot stability

assessment of primary explosives where the snall sample size

wh4ich can be used is advantageous.

Differential Thermual Analysis: Much valuable information on

tho decomposition of explosivos has been obtained by UTA and

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. We have inveat.gated the use

of DSC for compatibility testinr particularly in respect to

propellitnts, buc although incarnpatible materials can be

12



detected by this means, these are always rather bad cases

.nd the method is not as discriminating as the older test

methods, This is unfortunate since the small sample size

whiich is required is a very desirable feature so far as

initiator work is concerned but it is perhaps too much to

hope that a test lasting only a few minutes will give

information relevant to mon.hs or years of storage. Sometimes

however DSC has proved extr-emely useful particularly when

problems concerned with high '.1:perature behaviour are

concerned.

The records shown in figure 2 are of tests on a solder

flux which ;.as proposed for use in sealing an assembly

containing PDX. Contact with the flux lowered the temperatu "

of the composition exotherm by several ,,grees ard since the

proposed operating temperature was close -o this lowered

decomposition poinz an obvious hazard would have existed.

MetaJ. Corrosion Tests: From time to time a- new metals are

proposed for manufacture of, for example, detonator components

or as new explosive compositions appear, checks have to be made

of the likely severity of corxojion effects. This is done by

storing small quantities of the explosive, under moist

conditions, on test pieces of the ,twial usually at 50 or 60 0C

and making a visual assessment of the i'esults, With many

compositions e.g. those containing chlorates or nitrates it is

conmon to find some corrosive effect and this is then further

investigated to find the threshold of humidity and temperature

at which it is likely to become uniacceptable. This judgement

tends to bo made after comp•~rison with known systens.

The nature of corrosion products merits some attention

since, once produced, these will contaminate the explosive.

This is normally invcstigated by chemical and x-ray methods.

The classic example is copper azide corrosion and a qualitativo

test based upon this reaction Nt s boon used in the UK for a

minber of years. This is ahown &n figure 3 and consists of

suspending a. strip of clean copper over a mixtu±'o of test

13
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material and moistened lead azide. Unsuitable materials

accelerate the decomposition of the azide and .a greater

tham normal degree of copper a2ide corrosion is observed.

, ,~CoptW-r ;trip

Azide corrosion

Test mraterial
-+ Pb azide

Hui~idi fying±
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___Solution

FiLio. Copper strip test with lead azido

(GLs Evo.lution Tostis: A umoil.l application of at gw-,

vOnlutioln tost luas boon in testirW matorrials to be itsod with

pyreotochnic matoriail.s contuLiming metai powders such as

magnosium. Vacuun stability tosts at moderate temperature

(t0 ) 80 C) Can tietasure thit rates of hydrogen evolution

.'duced by reatctioni of water Irom t.hle test uiaterial with

the rietal powder 1ad Ass.is•t in ,iudg.Ofent uf whether the

eff'.'ct is at it tolerably slow lovti.

Pr.)xItmity 'os tv: These te.sts itive.4tigate the effects causied

on w-. .. plosiv@ (o'COS by ,xpo,-il:a, thnt)• to larKILe quanti.ivs



of other materials. This can be done in various ways, varying

the temperature, humidity, relative amounts of explosive and

test material, the areas of their exposed surfaces, and size

and shape of the reaction vesseL. All those factors are liable

to affect the results which are obtuined and it is desirable to

standardize the tests as far as possible.

A suitable test absembly is illustrated in figure 4 mad is

sLmply a smsll desiccator in wlhLch a small explosive sample

is surrotvved by a much larCer quauitity of test matori;al.

1Ihuidifying solutions nmay be placed in the base of the

desi,-cator. After exposure, Vhe explosive is analysed chemicd.I)

or by x-ray or other methods to assess the extent of deterioration.

Most of the available results concern lead azide, 4ilthough this

type of test can be applied to cixy explosive and could be exteidoed

to detonators and igniters to test the adequacy of their sealing.

jTest/Materi e1

TLead Azide(

-7=- u Hurddi fyi ng
Solution

Figue 4. Initiator exposure trials

16



Load Azide

Thermal Stability and Hydrolysis: Lead azide is

particularly susceptible to the effects described above. In

comparison to many other explosives, it possesses a very high

degree of thermal stability, and withstands lang periods of

heating under vacuum conditions at tempera'cures as high as

175 0C without -ipp:-eciable decomposition. Aiy deterioration

occurring during ambient storage temperatures, in the absence

of visible or other radiation, will therefore in general be

caused by chemical reaction with a contaminating substance.

Lead azide is well known to be susceptible to hydrolysis,

and since it is usually impossible to ens,_re the complete

absence of water from its envirorfnent, hydrolysis is the most

important mode of decomposition to be considered when assessing

the compatiblility of other materials.

The hydrolysis equilibria of load azide have been studied

by Fleitknecht and SahliI , and by Lamnevik, and papers dealing

with it were presented by Lamnevik, Todd and Blay at the

Symposiun held at ERDE in October 19662

The equation for the hydrolysis of lead azide in the

presence of water is given by Fleitknecht and Sahl.i as;

Pb(N 3 ) 2  (s) H ( Pb(OH)N ( + IN (g) (i)

The equilibriur constant of the ovezall reaction is equal

to the partial pressure of bydrazoic acid vzpour IN 3, and haS

been calculated by Lamnevik as being 4.5 x 40 im ItH at 25 00,

and 1.4 x 10o2 =n Hg at W0 °C Laumevik also obtained sote

experimental evidence that these values were rot greatly in

orr~or.

It appoars therefore that leoA azide, existing irn a closed

aystem with water at ordinary tvnporaturos, will hydrolyz•e to

produce ori.y t very low V rtial pivssure of hydrazoic ^ucid.

Providod tlat the quanitity of azide is not di.proportiontatoly

small in c( patrison to the volums of its c-niudiiur. iuvd tluat

other influences do not altor the equilibriun, tht, oetAnt of
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any deterior.:v.tion should not be excessive. For example lead

azide at equilibrium with water at 25 0C, in a container

having a gas volume of 1 litre, should produce 0.12 mg of

hydrazoic acid vapour, equivalent to about 0.4 mg of lead azide,

aand to this should be added the hydrazoic acid dissolved in any

liquid water which is present, but this is not likely to be a

considerable quantity in a normal environment.

Experiments in which lead azide is kept under hot moist

conditions in the absence of factors which seriously disturb

equilibrium, confirm that moisture alone does not necessarily

have a very sulist9•.tial effect on lead azide. Some results

illustrating this are given in figure 5. It can be seen that

ii the absenc.o of added watoa- only very slight deterioration

is sufTored at tomperaturos of 6O 0C or below; at 90 0C the

reaction becomes detectable but is still almost insignificailt

!uider ambient humidity conditions. Other results in figure 5

show the slower attainnent of equilP:•-um .at 80 0C, 95 % RH,

after a comparatively rapid loss of izide content during the

first week, and demonstrate the dependflnce of the extent of

hydrolysi.s on the sizo of the reaction vessel. The last two

resuLts in figure 5 show the substant.tal effects caused by

introducing axi alkaline abýorbent for hydrazoic acid into the

Nystema, so preventing the Attu.ivrent of equilibrium, or by

intz rduc ing carbon dioxido.

Excopt for theso last rosu1 ts, and boar'iiig in mind the

(Ax 1.r('414" sever-ity ofl t h•,.-tt condititnsons theo o*U'octs on the

Load aldo a~rv iii gonora q~uit mtke&tl. lliis ia in agroamnt

tJ h rllIo-t past exporince i•i w42ch th1e most se4rious effect

res.uLtti, froom thUc h)'ydmlyois has beon not *o much tho extent

of' c1'to'-ioratioll sulforod by tho ctido as 0he oxti-A"e 1U~zW'd

cm-sowd by Copl)per. .ido corrosiol.

Roacti -oi, witt; Cat-bo, Dioxide: Uonc t ion withi cth•'on dioxide•

ofui play s vi. inpoti3tit .nJx iin h 0o~eir o of' losulL

idamla basiC or, os irtynalvtjkl 10.,W carholto~u

16 s ually I(ddlul a-s a do4cmqozt~p5to3n 1)roilt in sy Wbiorv

**4.V~fl ~iO3J4' t
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Dry carbon cLoxide is known not to react with lead azide

and tie effect- of vairying concentration,. of water vapour on

its reactivity have been studied qualitatively by an electron

microscopic technique by Cook and al. Their results showed

that a sl jht reactivity was produced by introducing even

fairly small amounts of water vapour, but that a high humidity

was essential to obzain any substantial degree of reaction.

Without added water only slight effects were produced even

icfter 64 hours exposure at 100 0C. The work of Todd and

coworkers2 also led to a similar conalusion; storage in air

contain:Lng 70 times the normal amount of carbon dioxide for

7 days at 60 °C, produced appreciable quantities of basic lead

carboiate only 100 % relative humidity.,

There is no doubt however that casbon dioxide under moist

conditions can greatly increase the extent of decomposition of

lead. azide and this is seen in figure 5 where a more than 10

fold increase ix) the loss of azide coe-tent was caused by

* introducing carbon dioxide.

Lamnevik considered the overall reaction with carbon

i .ido and water as:

3Pb(N,) (s) + 4H10 (1) + 5W (g) Pb (OH (s) + 6HN3 (g)

and derived the expression

K 6 HN/P2co
3 2

for the •quilibrium constant, indicating that the pressure of

hydrazoic acid gas at equilibrium will be proportional to the

cube root of the carbon dioxide concentration. The value of K was

calculated as 8.7 x 10-11 at 25 0C. The validity of equation (ii)

is represonuing the overall decomposition of lead azide is

probably restricted by concentration, sinco at low concentrations

oi' cafbon dioxide the hydrolysis reaction (i) will predominate,

,uid at high concentrations normal lead carbonate appears in ihe

reaction products and tile ovorali :.-eaction will presumably be

represented by:

Pl(I4)2 (s) + H20 (1) + C0 (g)-PbC0 (s) + 2a1 3 (+) ( ii)

2 20



In this case the hydrazoic acid pressure would be

proportional to the square root of the pressure of CO2 .

Effects of Physical and Chemical Environment: Since the

reactions of lead azide with water or carbon dioxide are clearly

reversible and governed by equilibria, the amount of deterioration

of lead azide which occurs will in practice be influenced by a

number of factors, including temperature, the partial pressure

of reactants, the amount of lead azide which is in-olved, the

volume of the container, and whether any leakage occurs from it.

It follows that if a substance capable of reacting with

hydrazoic aoid is placed in proximity to lead azide, then any

hydrolysis which occurs is liable to be greatly increas9d. Such

an effect has already been noted in figure 5 where lead azide

was stored over an alkaline absorbent.

As well as this not unexpected reaction with an alkaliiie

absorbent, hydrazoic acid is a labile compound reacting with

Hital.s, oxidizing and reducing agents, mineral acids, sulplides
14-6

and sulphur, aldehydes, ketones and alcohols

Its chemistry has been studied to only a limited extent and

many other reactions pi'obabl-.y await investigation.

In a weapon a relatively small lead azide specimen is

normally part. of an assembly containing much larger quantities

o f' other material, which may be either possible roactaunts for

hydrazoic acid, or capable by their own slow deterioration of

producing reactive substances e.g. carbon dioxide during storage

in the system. They also, almost invariably, include items which

are sources of enough water vapour to give a quite high humidity.

As weapon designs and packaging become more elaborate, the

var.rety of such materiaJ s and the likelihood of such

incompatibility inevitably incre,:tses, and it becomes increasingly

necessary to make appropriate tests to exclude undesirable

mate-rals or alteinmatively to have complete confidence in the

protection givon to the lead azide.

Method of" Testing: The object of any test appropriate to

the above situation must be to assess the effects of uateri.a&t
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on the hydrolysis of lead azide. Only rarely will the material

being tested be intended for use in actual contact with the

explosive, and in most cases the quantities to be used will be

very much greater than the amounts of lead azide which will be

involved. An appropriate test therefore, is to store lead azide

under conditions which would noxmally produce a shall but

detectable degree of hydrolysis, and to introduce into the

reaction vessel a relatively large amount of the material to be

tested. A compatible material will not cause an excessive

increase in the extent of the decomposition which is normally

obtained in its absence.

For reliable results to be obtained careful standardization

of the experimental conditions is necessary, to ensure that any

observed effects are caused by the material which has been

introduced and not by extraneous influences. A wide choice

exists for the conditions of such a test. The results in figure

6 were obtained by heating lead azide specimens weighing 0.05

grams for 4 weeks at 60 0C in small vacuum type desiccators,

(:apacity 500 ml. Each desiccator contained one azide specimen

i. a small open beaker, with the material under test distributed

ix'ound it, and 10 grams of solid potassium sulphate moistened with

ti ml of saturated potassium sulphate solution to give a relative

huumidity of 95 %. The desiccator lid was left with the tap open

aild the assembly was placed in the 60 0C oven for two hours, to

allow for expansion of the enclosed air. The tap was then closed

and the heatirg continued for 4 weeks, after which time the

azide specimen was analysed for azide contont using a gasometric

procedure similar to that of Blais 7 to measure the nitrogen

evolved by reaction with ceric armoniivi nitrate.

Results of' Compatibility Tests: The resuits in figitre 6

show thuat the effect under these conditions can be considerable.

In the absence of sample waterials the azido content (of British

Sorvico Locd Azide) falls by about 3 to 4 % in this test, but

rluai plast• izs iuid rubbers havo boon found which increase this

(iogie of' doIet-oloration voery marieodly, Although theso results

22
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Fall in Azide Content (%)

Material Tested 0 5 10 20 40 80

None - Control Test

Polyacetal (Delrin)

Nylons

Phenolics

ABS Resin

Silicones I

Polystyrene

Epoxies

Polyethylene

Black Polyethylene

Natural Rubber

Butyl Rubber

Neoprene Rubber

Acrylonitrile Rubber

Polyurethanes

F%_iro 6. Proximity coxnpatiblility tests. Lead azide LAO),
95 R.H. 4 weeks
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are quantitative chemical analyses for azide content, it would

be wroiC to regard the test as truly quantitative because of

certain uncontrollable variables resulting from the differing

properties of the materials under test. However, it does pemit

some discrimlnation between good and less good materials.

British Crown copyright is reserved for this .aper, which

is reproduced with the permission of the Controller of Her

Britannic Majesty's Stationary- Office.
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